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Super-fast information delivery cuts
mailing costs by 75 percent – and
boosts results at Hapimag

Overview
Challenge
To boost the effectiveness

Hapimag AG is a collective,

needed to optimize and accelerate this

of marketing campaigns and

subscription-based travel company

process, to keep service levels high

capacity planning activities,

with 60 resorts in 16 countries. Around

and to ensure maximum occupancy.

Hapimag needed to accelerate
the analysis of large sets of highly

140,000 members enjoy staying in the
company’s 6,000 apartments and hotel

Alongside capacity planning, Hapimag

granular data on customers, sales

rooms – and 29 house boats – in some

also runs customized marketing

and occupancy.

of the most desirable destinations in

campaigns to boost sales. To build

Europe. Hapimag’s 1,432 employees

successful campaigns, Hapimag needs

Solution

ensure that members can book

to know about its customers in great

Hapimag upgraded the

their vacations easily and are able to

detail, which requires in-depth reporting

infrastructure for its SAP

appreciate the best each location has

and analysis of existing operational

software and deployed the

to offer, generating annual revenues

data, stored in the company’s SAP

System x solution for SAP

of EUR 174 million (USD 234 million).

Business Warehouse solution.

HANA, together with the latest
SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence suite.

To balance supply and demand

Patrick Adams, Head of IT Services &

across its property portfolio,

Infrastructure at Hapimag AG, explains,

minimizing vacancy levels and

“It is crucial for both customer service

Key benefits

maximizing financial returns, at the

and our ongoing sales activities to

Enables fast ‘what if’ simulations

end of each month Hapimag’s 100

have timely access to comprehensive,

to boost sales. Reduces runtime

accommodation managers undertake

up-to-the-minute data on occupancy

of batch processes by 85 percent.

complex capacity planning activities.

and rental activities. Essentially, we

Provides instant access to more

As business volumes grew, response

need to understand our customers

granular information, helping

times for its SAP Business Planning

and prospects, and that means being

Hapimag to tailor marketing

and Consolidation application began

able to analyze large amounts of data

campaigns.

to increase, delaying the planning

from several sources. Multiple internal

process. Hapimag recognized that it

teams analyze our bookings and

®

Case study

customer data every day to create
the most appealing offerings for
both new and existing members.”

Gaining greater performance
and reliability
Business Challenge

Hapimag decided to transition its
SAP Business Warehouse from a

To minimize vacancies across its

standard relational database to the

portfolio of apartments and hotels

SAP HANA® platform. SAP HANA

and ensure that more members get

in-memory technology enables

their first choice of accommodation,

extremely fast analysis of even the

Hapimag’s 100 managers conduct

largest sets of data, and for Hapimag

complex capacity planning.

would directly address the need for
very rapid information delivery.

“With the System x
solution
for SAP HANA, we
can now easily
provide up-to-date
data on time –
and we can even
load new data
during the day if a
team needs
more current
information for its
analyses.”

With system response times
beginning to lengthen, and as

To enable the SAP HANA

Patrick Adams

marketing personnel sought faster

solution, Hapimag chose to

Head of IT Services &

insight into customer activity,

deploy the System x solution

Infrastructure

Hapimag needed to boost the

for SAP HANA together with the

Hapimag AG

performance of reporting and

latest SAP BusinessObjects™

analytics.

Business Intelligence suite for

®

SAP Business Warehouse.
accelerate encrypted transactions,
The System x solution is based on a

and maximize the availability of

System x3690 X5 server, equipped with

mission-critical applications. Thanks

two Intel® Xeon® E7-2870 processors.

to big caches and advanced support

SAP HANA is optimized for the top-

for large amounts of memory, the

of-the-line Intel Xeon processor

Intel Xeon processor E7 family

E7 family, designed to handle the

is perfectly suited to run SAP

most demanding data workloads.

HANA’s in-memory architecture.

The processor’s advanced

Working with its implementation

reliability and security features

partner, CubeServ, Hapimag migrated

work to maintain data integrity,

its SAP Business Warehouse
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Human Capital Management and SAP
Customer Relationship Management.

“We can more
precisely specify the
target audience for
each campaign, and
send out, for
example, 5,000
letters instead of
20,000 – reducing
mailing costs by
75 percent, while still
achieving a better
conversion rate than
before.”

As the next step, Hapimag plans to use

Always a pleasure!

the scale-out features of the System x
solution for SAP HANA to deploy a
high availability SAP HANA cluster.
Solution

Faster access increases
productivity

Working with Business Partner

By deploying the System x solution

CubeServ, Hapimag deployed the

for SAP HANA, Hapimag cut its total

System x solution for SAP HANA,

data volume by a factor of three and

gaining in-memory technology that

significantly reduced the runtime of

dramatically accelerates analytics.

batch processes. Data imports into
SAP HANA from a range of systems,

Hapimag also upgraded to the latest

including Hapimag’s hotel management

SAP BusinessObjects Business

Patrick Adams

software, have been reduced by ten

Intelligence suite, and refreshed

Head of IT Services &

hours, an 85 percent improvement.

the infrastructure that underpins
the company’s SAP ERP, SAP

Infrastructure
Hapimag AG

“Our data load processes sometimes

ERP Human Capital Management

ran into the morning hours,” says

and SAP Customer Relationship

Patrick Adams. “This delayed

Management applications.

operational tasks for our 120 business
to the SAP HANA platform.

users and impacted their productivity

Patrick Adams explains, “CubeServ

and responsiveness. With the System x

helped us to get started on SAP

solution for SAP HANA, we can now

HANA and supported us throughout

easily provide up-to-date data on

the project. We are now working

time – and we can even load new data

with them to take advantage of the

during the day if a team needs more

new capabilities that the System x

current information for its analyses.”

solution for SAP HANA provides.”
The new solution also accelerates
Hapimag also upgraded the entire

the planning and consolidation

infrastructure underpinning its

application by a factor of two, saving

mission-critical SAP ERP, SAP ERP

property managers valuable time
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and improving the company’s ability
to fill vacant capacity quickly.

New insights boost
profitability and sales
Thanks to the company’s effective
Key Solution Components

use of software, Hapimag has already
achieved an impressive occupancy

Industry

rate of 75 percent. With the System x

Travel & Transportation

solution for SAP HANA, the company
expects to continue to grow this

Applications

figure by two percent each year.

SAP® HANA®, SAP Business

“The combination
of the in-memory
performance of
SAP HANA and
the capacity of the
System x solution for
SAP HANA allows us
to perform complex
‘what if’ analyses in
less than 15 minutes
instead of the hours
previously required.”

Planning and Consolidation,

Patrick Adams explains, “Thanks to

SAP BusinessObjects™ Business

the System x solution for SAP HANA,

Intelligence suite

we can get a much more detailed and

Patrick Adams

granular view of our data. This means

Head of IT Services &

Hardware

that we can more precisely specify the

Infrastructure

System x solution for SAP HANA,

target audience for each campaign,

Hapimag AG

based on System x 3690 X5 server

and send out, for example, 5,000 letters

with with Intel® Xeon® E7-2870

instead of 20,000 – reducing mailing

processors

costs by 75 percent, while still achieving

®

a better conversion rate than before.”

of the in-memory performance of
SAP HANA and the capacity of the

Software
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for

He continues, “With 140,000 members,

System x solution for SAP HANA

SAP Applications

we have a huge number of booking

allows us to perform complex ‘what

transactions in our systems. We often

if’ analyses in less than 15 minutes

want to know things such as how

instead of the hours previously required.

many members book vacations at
which locations for how long – and

“With dramatically improved

performing this kind of analysis on

performance, we can now simulate

bookings took three hours in the past.

more scenarios and find new ways to
optimize pricing and campaigns that

“Today, we can access the figures in

we would have missed in the past.”

only three seconds. The combination
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insights. In addition, the company
employs business analytics to improve

“We are delighted
with the System x
solution for SAP
HANA. The solution
has given
us greater flexibility,
and enabled our
sales, marketing
analysis, and
controlling teams
to create improved
reports and work
more efficiently.”

its sales network. For example,
it uses data from SAP Business
Warehouse to create maps showing
areas in which many prospective
members live, but where Hapimag

Business Benefits

does not have sufficient sales staff.
• Cuts the runtime for data-import

By combining different data sources in

batch jobs by 85 percent, ensuring

SAP Business Warehouse, Hapimag

that data is ready for analysis at the

can react to scenarios like this,

start of the working day.

matching staffing levels to local demand
in order to improve customer service.

• Decreases the runtime for selected

analytics jobs by more than
Patrick Adams concludes, “We are

99 percent, turning a three-hour job

Patrick Adams

delighted with the System x solution

into a three-second job.

Head of IT Services &

for SAP HANA. The solution has given

Infrastructure

us greater flexibility, and enabled

Hapimag AG

our sales, marketing analysis, and

management information and

controlling teams to create improved

enables rapid ‘what if’ simulations,

reports and work more efficiently.

improving fine-tuning of marketing

• Gives instant access to granular

campaigns.
Hapimag also uses the System x

“Right now, we are working on a mobile

solution for SAP HANA to accelerate

dashboard to provide senior executives

financial management reporting – for

and hotel managers with access to

example, around cost controlling and

relevant reports and performance

profitability analysis – and to analyze

indicators on their mobile devices. As

incoming marketing leads by channel.

the next step, we plan to optimize our
business reporting and make better

Using new analytics features in the

use of the new capabilities that the

latest SAP BusinessObjects Business

SAP HANA platform provides.”

Intelligence Suite, Hapimag can create
more detailed and timely reports
containing more pertinent business
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